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Abstract
This article examines the intersection between the private security and military industry and the emerging framework of global administrative law ('GAL'). I explore in this article one aspect of this intersection, namely the use of GAL to create a taxonomy of the industry’s regulatory schemes. The industry is characterized by a fragmented and decentralized regulatory framework, which has yet to be presented in a complete and orderly fashion. This article fills the gap by applying GAL’s methodology to the private security and military industry. Using the industry as a case study in GAL, I identify (1) international formal administration (the United Nations Working Group on Mercenaries); (2) distributed domestic administration (contract and domestic legislation); (3) hybrid modes of administration (multi-stakeholder initiatives); and (4) private modes of administration (industry associations and codes of conduct). By emphasizing – but not limiting itself to – hybrid and private modes of administration, this article describes what is an increasingly complex manifestation of global governance. Its purpose is to highlight GAL’s potential in understanding and contending with the growth of the private security and military industry.

1 Introduction
In this article, I consider the regulation of private warfare through the framework of Global Administrative Law (GAL). In particular, I examine how GAL can help us conceptualize the regulation of this complex industry. In recent years, significant efforts have been made to enhance the regulatory framework applicable to private...
security and military companies and their personnel. These efforts have taken place at the international, domestic, industry, and company levels – leading to the emergence of a disorganized and decentralized regulatory framework. Few have sought to understand, analyse, or assess the regulatory framework applicable to the private security and military industry. This article sets out to do so, drawing on the insights gained from global administrative law.

GAL’s main contribution is to provide both a framework and the analytical tools needed to create a comprehensive and organized taxonomy of existing regulatory mechanisms. Using GAL’s methodology and terminology, I identify four modes of administration in the private security and military industry: (1) an international mode of administration (the UN Working Group on Mercenaries); (2) distributed domestic modes of administration (domestic legislation and contracts); (3) hybrid modes of administration (multi-stakeholder initiatives); and (4) private modes of administration (industry associations and internal codes of conduct).

I begin with a brief overview of both the private military industry and the fundamentals of global administrative law (section 2). Drawing on insights gained from GAL, I then offer a taxonomy of the regulatory schemes affecting the private security and military industry (section 3). While this study is not limited to self-regulation alone, I highlight the promise this mode of regulation holds for future governance of the private security and military industry.

2 The Private Military Industry, Global Administrative Law, and their Intersection

Before delving into an analysis of military outsourcing from the perspective of GAL, preliminary remarks about each of these fields are in order.

1 The Montreux Document on Pertinent International Legal Obligations and Good Practices for States related to Operations of Private Military and Security Companies during Armed Conflict ('Montreux Document'), adopted on 17 Sept. 2008. 13 J Conflict Security L (2008) 451, at 453 defines private military and security companies as ‘private business entities that provide military and/or security services, irrespective of how they describe themselves. Military and security services include, in particular, armed guarding and protection of persons and objects, such as convoys, buildings and other places; maintenance and operation of weapons systems; prisoner detention; and advice to or training of local forces and security personnel.’


3 It should however be noted that the connection between the emerging field of global administrative law and the private military industry has been made in the past – in particular by the Institute for International Law and Justice at New York University, as explained in greater length in sect. 2C below.

A The Private Military Industry

Soldiering-for-money is not a new phenomenon. The use of mercenaries is recorded in the Bible, in the writings of Machiavelli, and in numerous United Nations resolutions condemning their activity in Africa in the 1960s and 1970s. But in the last two decades, military outsourcing has taken a more sophisticated form – with governments entrusting private business entities with essential security and military functions. Such responsibilities, traditionally within the purview of the state, are now being carried out by contractors with only a small measure of oversight on the part of the state.

Though the trend of outsourcing military functions to private companies began as early as the 1970s, the new breed of actors that emerged in the 1990s as ‘security companies’ has grown exponentially following 11 September 2001 and with the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Today, the number of contractors in Iraq and Afghanistan, for example, exceeds the number of enlisted troops.

The largest employers of military contractors have been companies based in the United States and the United Kingdom – such as Blackwater, G4S, Aegis, Erinys, Triple Canopy, and DynCorp. The US and UK are also the industry’s most important clients. But states are by no means the companies’ sole source of business. Private contractors also work – and increasingly so – for multinational corporations (such as General Electric) and international and non-governmental organizations (such as the UN, the ICRC, and CARE).

Just as the resort to the private sector has grown in the last two decades, the range of the services offered by the companies has also expanded dramatically. When working on behalf of states, private security and military companies assume substantial roles...
alongside the military or even in its place. From guarding government officials in the Persian Gulf to combat training and oil field security in Colombia, it seems that no task is too critical or sensitive for companies to undertake. Indeed, the spectrum of activity performed by private military contractors is as broad as that performed by ordinary soldiers – from cooking, driving, and protecting individuals, locations, and convoys, to training, intelligence gathering, target identification, the operation of complex military systems, and prisoner interrogation.

Private military contractors work very closely with the armed forces they support, playing a growing role in the conduct of military operations. Often they are hired to help the military enhance its own capabilities (as in Iraq, Latin America, and the Balkans). Such training may include battlefield planning, military strategy, or running battle simulation centres. Contractors also provide expertise and know-how needed on the modern battlefield – from logistical support (including communications, intelligence, and aerial surveillance) to the maintenance of sophisticated military equipment. One area in which the involvement of private military contractors has been growing is intelligence – raising much criticism. For example, contractors post the names of new terrorist suspects onto immigration and law enforcement watch lists, handle clandestine meetings with CIA sources, conduct clearance and security checks, and track high-value targets in Afghanistan. Another highly controversial role entrusted to private military contractors has been the supervision and monitoring of other contractors.

The contractors’ closeness with the army and military operations (in terms of background, function, and location) means that even seemingly benign tasks may have important implications. This was the difficult lesson learned from the

---

14 See Calbreath, supra note 8 (reporting that Vinnell trains 900-troop battalions for the Iraqi army on a $48 million sole source contract).
18 Ibid.
19 See, respectively, Chesterman, “‘We Can’t Spy If We Can’t Buy!’: The Privatization of Intelligence and the Limits of Outsourcing Inherently Governmental Functions’, 19 EJIL (2008) 1055; and Fainaru and Klein, ‘In Iraq, A Private Realm of Intelligence-Gathering’, Washington Post, 1 July 2007.
21 In 2004, Aegis was awarded a $300 million contract to supervise 50 other private security and military companies operating in Iraq. See infra note 243. See also Singer, ‘Nation Builders and Low Bidders in Iraq’, New York Times, 15 June 2004.
abuses committed at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq in 2004 by US soldiers and US contractors who had been hired as interrogators and translators. 23 Similar tasks were performed by contractors at the US base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 24 The use of contractors to run military checkpoints in Iraq and Israel raises comparable issues. 25

When working on behalf of international organizations, private military contractors operate in equally volatile environments – in conflict or post-conflict. Their tasks are not always limited to security and have at times included logistical support in battle zones as well. For example, Pacific A&E provided logistical support to the UN in Sierra Leone, and International Charters Incorporated of Oregon provided assault and transport helicopters to ECOWAS in the Liberian war in the 1990s. 26 ArmorGroup (now G4S) 27 provided support to UN agencies and non-governmental organizations, such as landmine removal in Southern Sudan. 28 Perhaps the most poignant testimony to the ever-expanding range of private military company activity is the willingness expressed by certain private military companies to become involved in peacekeeping operations on behalf of the United Nations, NATO, or other regional organizations. 29

In the realm of personal protection and guarding, examples of private military contractors’ activity abound. Contractors guard high-profile government figures – Paul Bremer, the former head of the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq, was guarded by Blackwater – and employees of multinational corporations working in dangerous areas. 30

30 See Fairweather and Tibbetts, supra note10 (Olive Group protected employees of General Electric in Iraq).
The same is true when contractors work on behalf of international organizations. The UN and the ICRC increasingly rely on private security to protect staff and facilities in hostile environments. The UN employed private intelligence firms to assist the UN Transitional Administration in East Timor, and hired Defense Systems Ltd. in the 1980s and 1990s for the UN Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Private contractors have also flown protected UN personnel (as well as food convoys and warehouses) in Congo and Liberia. Contractors are also entrusted with the protection of strategic assets. For example, under a $7 billion contract, KBR provided solutions in case Saddam Hussein’s forces set fire to the country’s oil fields at the onset of the Second Gulf War, and in Iraq and Latin America, contractors protect major oil installations.

On the less problematic range of the spectrum, contractors build detention camps and military bases, provide food and shelter for the army, wash soldiers’ laundry, and work in the kitchen. These activities constitute an important part of the contractors’ activity, but by no means the bulk of it. In others words, when contending with private military contractors, it must be kept in mind that contractors perform a range of activities – some of which are closely related to the conduct of military operations.

To summarize, private security/military companies are engaged in a common range of activities, employing personnel with similar backgrounds, and are exposed to similar risks. It is therefore appropriate to view these actors as constituting a global industry. Regulation has been approached, generally speaking, at the industry level – as the companies have organized under the umbrella of industry associations in order to pursue common goals. Similarly, states and international organizations have attempted to contend with the companies as an industry.


34 BusinessWeek Online, supra note 16.


36 BusinessWeek Online, supra note 16 (also notes that KBR built the Guantanamo Bay detention camp).


B Global Administrative Law

Global administrative law, a framework developed in contemporary times primarily by international law scholars at New York University, seeks to improve our understanding of global governance. It is defined as encompassing the legal mechanisms, principles, and practices, along with supportive social understandings, that promote or otherwise affect the accountability of global administrative bodies, in particular by ensuring these bodies meet adequate standards of transparency, consultation, participation, rationality, and legality, and by providing effective review of the rules and decisions these bodies make.

An essential characteristic of global administrative law is that it does not replace but rather exists alongside more ‘formal’ types of regulation, such as national legislation or international treaties. Accordingly, in global administrative law, ‘there is no single agent who can decisively resolve the issue for practical purposes’. Instead, a wide variety of regulatory and quasi-regulatory actors (and the interaction between these actors) must be considered – a task I undertake in section 3.

GAL’s underlying idea is that while global governance operates along the same lines as administration in general, the meaning of administration is different in the realm of global governance: it is not necessarily exclusively public, it is not exclusively national, and it tends not to be obligatory. This phenomenon, GAL scholars argue, is common to a variety of fields, from forestry to banking, environmental law, accounting, and labour law. An essential contribution of global administrative law, therefore, is that
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39 For a list of early works in the field of global administrative law see www.iilj.org/gal/bibliography/GALBib-Historical.asp.


42 See, e.g., www.css.ba/projects/index.html (the Centre for Security Studies in Sarajevo notes that its code ‘is intended for use in addition to national legislation and all firms should also meet the basic conditions imposed by national legislation, complying strictly with both their spirit and the letter’) (emphasis added).


45 See Kingsbury, supra note 41, at 2.


it ‘examines the practical issues arising in different types of global regulatory institutions and regulatory subject areas that have usually been studied in relative isolation from each other’. While there is no consistency as to how regulation/administration is envisaged in these various fields, global administrative law highlights the commonalities in an effort to encourage dialogue, mutual learning, and harmonization.

Among these commonalities are the increasing role played by private regulators and public-private bodies, the wide array of informal/transnational institutional arrangements that operate alongside formal/domestic institutions, and the extension of normative sources beyond traditional ones. These elements characterize the global administrative space. First, within the global administrative space, the boundary between public and private has been blurred – with standards being elaborated by and for private (or semi-private) entities. Consider, for example, the Forest Stewardship Council, a broad-participation international association the members of which include representatives from environmental and social groups, the timber trade, and the forestry profession as well as corporations and community forestry groups.

Another unique trait of the global administrative space is that it finds itself somewhere between the domestic and the international realms. Where activities take place on the territory of more than one state or where local laws or enforcement practices tend to be wholly insufficient (such as in the case of child labour in the global clothing industry, in particular from a labour law perspective) – global standards are called for. The use of the word ‘global’ in global administrative law reflects this particular aspect of global governance: GAL acknowledges the existence of regulatory or quasi-regulatory schemes that transcend individual states and take into account the variety of players (public/private; domestic/transnational) active in a given field. In the global administrative space, moreover, informal processes play significant roles – alongside formal institutional arrangements. Consider, for example, the horizontal and informal process created by the Basel Committee in the area of bank regulation or the soft law elaborated to contend with environmental challenges. Finally, in the global administrative space, where non-binding norms play a significant role, the concept of law and the meaning of compliance are more fluid. Rather uniquely, global administrative law recognizes the corpus of standards and soft norms that – even in the absence of black letter law or enforcement mechanisms – has the potential to enhance participation, accountability, and transparency.

51 See Kingsbury, supra note 41, at 4.
54 Kingsbury, supra note 43, at 25.
55 See, e.g., Meidinger, supra note 46.
56 See www.fsc.org/about-fsc.html.
57 Kingsbury, Emergence, supra note 40, at 25.
58 See infra note 89.
To summarize, global administrative law provides a framework for the analysis of
global governance in a variety of fields, highlighting common patterns and practices
among an array of private and public actors. I argue that the private military industry
too, be analysed through the prism of global administrative law.

C The Intersection: GAL as a Framework for Understanding Governance
in the Private Military Industry

That GAL might be instructive in studying the industry has been envisaged in the past –
most notably in a work by Simon Chesterman and Angelina Fisher which draws
‘on insights from work on privatization, regulation, and accountability in the emer-
ging field of global administrative law’. Published as part of the Project on Military
and Security Companies at New York University, the book builds on the insights
gained from global administrative law: it addresses the questions of accountability
and transparency and seeks to draw lessons for the private security/military industry
from other sectors. While global administrative law certainly constitutes the back-
drop to the book, none of its chapters directly applies insights gained from GAL to the
industry.

The direct application of GAL’s methodology to the industry holds much promise.
First, GAL is helpful in classifying the industry’s complex regulatory schemes. The
use of global administrative law enables not only an exhaustive presentation of
self-regulatory schemes but also an orderly one. Unlike existing literature in this
field, this article’s declared intention is to paint a complete picture of existing regu-
lation. In addition, unlike in the studies mentioned above, GAL constitutes this art-
icle’s main focus. Most, if not all, of the arguments made herein rest directly on GAL.
Thus, this article constitutes the first real attempt at using GAL as a tool to analyse
and assess the regulation of the private security and military industry. My hope is
that, by applying GAL’s theoretical insights to the industry, this article will contribute
both to the literature on the industry and to contemporary attempts at shaping and
understanding GAL.

60 See Chesterman and Fisher, supra note 29, at 1.
61 For more information on the project see www.iilj.org/research/PrivateMilitaryandSecurityCompanies.asp.
62 Rebecca DeWinter-Schmitt gets close to doing so when reviewing regulatory schemes within the indus-
try – yet her piece does not refer to global administrative law: see DeWinter-Schmitt, ‘Human Rights and
63 I must point out that, in spite of the distinct advantages of the GAL analysis, the regulation of the private
security and military industry may be examined independently of GAL. This is the case, e.g., with the
studies conducted by de Nevers, Ranganathan, and Hoppe: see supra note 2.
64 While very helpful, existing studies chose to cover only certain aspects of self-regulation – and the need
to provide a comprehensive taxonomy of self-regulatory schemes existing within the industry therefore
remains: see de Nevers and Ranganathan, supra note 2, both of whom devote little attention to efforts
undertaken at the company level or to multi-stakeholder initiatives.
65 It is important to note, however, that within each regulatory mode (i.e., industry associations or con-
tracts) I do not intend to provide an exhaustive survey of all existing regulation. While I do try to be as
thorough as possible, the emphasis is on the identification of the various modes of administration rather
than on a comprehensive study of each of these modes. For example, when discussing company codes of
conduct, I analyse some of these codes, but not all existing codes.
One aspect of war regulation particularly stands out from the analysis below – namely, self-regulation. In the GAL taxonomy I offer here, self-regulation is addressed as part of ‘hybrid’ and ‘private’ modes of administration. A detailed analysis of self-regulation is beyond the scope of this article but the importance and potential of self-regulatory mechanisms are apparent from the study on private security and military companies and must be noted at the outset. Other than limited ad hoc analytical and investigatory efforts undertaken by national governments, there is little in the way of legislation governing the industry – and no dedicated enforcement mechanisms. Only the United States66 and South Africa67 have adopted legislation dealing specifically with the question of modern security and military outsourcing. The limited scope of national legislation dealing specifically with the private military industry is

---


67 See Regulation of Foreign Military Assistance Act of 1998 (South Africa), which *prohibits* the recruitment, use, training, and financing of mercenaries and *regulates* the provision of military and military-related services by South African citizens and foreigners found within South African territory. The Act (Arts 3–5) establishes an authorization process through which an individual or a company may be accredited to render foreign military assistance. Under the Act, such authorization is not transferable, in order to avoid some of the problems arising out of subcontracting and companies’ re-birth (Art. 5(4)). The Act’s extraterritorial scope of application, in particular, shows South Africa’s determination to bring an end to mercenary activity and regulate private military contractors, not only when such activity takes place on its own territory, but also when its citizens are hired abroad.
certainly a factor that has led companies to generate their own regulation.68 Through this growing body of self-regulation, industry-wide standards have been elaborated and internal mechanisms designed to encourage compliance have been established. The GAL analysis sheds light on the contribution of self-regulation to the regulatory environment applicable to private military companies and their personnel. Determining the precise extent of their contribution is one of GAL’s central objectives – as stressed by Benedict Kingsbury:

The term GAL is applied to shared sets of norms and norm-guided practices that are in some cases regarded as obligatory, and in many cases are given some weight, even where they are not obviously part of national (state) law or standard inter-state law.69

While this article cannot examine the precise role of these ‘shared sets of norms and norm-guided practices’, it identifies them as encompassing both hybrid and private modes of administration, and highlights some of the idiosyncrasies of these modes of governance.

3 A Taxonomy of Regulatory Schemes within the Private Military Industry

A significant advantage of applying GAL’s insights to the private military industry is that it provides the tools needed to classify the industry’s regulatory schemes into clear and systematic categories. I have explained the need for such a classification from an academic viewpoint, noting the tendency of existing studies to focus on one or a few mechanisms, while leaving out important others.70 This tendency can be attributed to the disordered nature of this regulation (particularly self-regulation), which makes it difficult to track.

There is also a didactic need for this classification. Within each mode of administration, patterns and commonalities can be identified. For instance, within distributed domestic modes of administration, contracts and domestic legislation share an important feature – their extra-territorial reach. By highlighting this common feature among seemingly distinct modes of administration, we might think of common or joint strategies to improve their respective efficiency. In addition, the classification enables us to identify specific and important features of the industry. For example, we observe the absence of administration by transnational networks and coordination arrangements within the private security and military industry71 – which suggests that informal mechanisms enabling governments to discuss and consult with each other on these matters may be lacking. It would be interesting to know whether transnational networks of cooperation are commonly used in other industries, and whether

68 Although it remains limited, the importance of domestic legislation dealing specifically with modern forms of military outsourcing should not be undermined: it demonstrates that states treat private military contractors and mercenaries as distinct legal entities.


70 See infra sect. 2C.

71 See supra sect. 3A2.
creating such mechanisms would be beneficial to the private security industry. Finally, the elaboration of a field-specific taxonomy makes cross-fertilization much easier. The use of standardized categories enables us to draw comparisons among various industries and find ways to improve regulation in a given sector – also an essential objective of GAL.

A GAL and the Taxonomy of Regulatory Schemes

GAL has identified tools designed to facilitate field-specific inquiries in the realm of global governance, helping to classify regulatory systems existing in the private security and military industry. This section reviews these tools and highlights their usefulness when contending with the industry.

In their seminal piece, *The Emergence of Global Administrative Law*, Benedict Kingsbury, Nico Krisch, and Richard Stewart explain that the global administrative space consists, broadly speaking, of five types of international or transnational administrative body: formal intergovernmental regulatory bodies, informal intergovernmental regulatory networks and coordination arrangements, national regulatory bodies operating with reference to an international intergovernmental regime, hybrid public–private regulatory bodies, and some private regulatory bodies exercising transnational governance functions of particular public significance. This categorization of the institutional make-up of the global administrative space is not meant to constrain field-specific studies such as the one undertaken in this article. Rather, its purpose is to map out the options that must be considered for the sake of completeness:

In practice, many of these layers overlap or combine, but we propose this array of ideal types to facilitate further inquiry.

By using this list as a roadmap, we ensure a complete and exhaustive review of the multi-faceted regulatory mechanisms applicable to the private military industry. The following taxonomy highlights those categories that are most relevant to the industry, making certain adjustments to best account for its specific features.

1 Administration by Formal International Organizations

Formal international organizations are defined as ‘inter-governmental organizations established by treaty or executive agreement’. Examples of such modes of administration include the United Nations Security Council, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the World Health Organization, and the International Labour Association.

In the realm of modern security and military outsourcing, the United Nations Working Group on Mercenaries (‘UN Working Group’) constitutes an important type
of ‘formal’ administration. Established in 2005 pursuant to a resolution of the Commission on Human Rights,\(^77\) it succeeded the Special Rapporteur on the use of mercenaries, which had been in existence since 1987.\(^78\) In March 2008, the Human Rights Council extended the mandate of the UN Working Group for a period of three years.\(^79\) The UN Working Group’s responsibilities include, inter alia, studying the effects on the enjoyment of human rights of new trends and manifestations of mercenary or mercenary-related activities (in particular ‘the activities of private companies offering military assistance, consultancy and security services on the international market’), monitoring such activities ‘in all their forms and manifestations in different parts of the world’, and preparing a draft of international basic principles that encourage respect for human rights by those companies.\(^80\) Both the text of the resolution establishing the UN Working Group and the UN Working Group’s practice in recent years indicate that the regulation of the private security and military industry falls within the UN Working Group’s mandate.

The activity of the UN Working Group consists of holding sessions twice to three times a year,\(^81\) periodically issuing reports,\(^82\) conducting country visits,\(^83\) commenting on industry developments,\(^84\) and – most recently – leading the adoption of instruments dealing with new forms of security and military outsourcing.\(^85\) These activities involve, from time to time, decision-making on the part of the UN Working Group. While the decisions are not formally binding, they carry much weight and legitimacy within the UN and among industry players as decisions emanating from the UN body exclusively devoted to this issue.

Because it was not established by treaty\(^86\) and its decisions are not formally binding on states, it could be argued that the UN Working Group does not qualify as a formal mode of administration, defined by GAL as an ‘inter-governmental organization established by treaty or executive agreement’. Part of the uncertainty stems from the somewhat ambivalent position taken by GAL scholars with respect to formal modes of administration. While they note, with respect to the Security Council

\(^{78}\) Mr. Enrique Bernales Ballesteros (Peru) served as Special Rapporteur from 1987 to 2004 and Ms. Shaista Shameem (Fiji) from 2004 to 2005.
\(^{81}\) See www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/mercenaries/wgissues.htm.
\(^{82}\) See www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/mercenaries/annual_reports.htm.
\(^{83}\) See www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/mercenaries/wgvisits.htm.
\(^{84}\) See Oral Statement by Mr. Alexander Ivanovich Nikitin, President of the Working Group on the use of mercenaries as a means of violating human rights and impeding the exercise of the right of peoples to self-determination, Human Rights Council, 10th Session, 6 Mar. 2009 (commenting on the adoption of the Montreux Document).
\(^{86}\) See supra note 77.
and its committees, that they ‘adopt subsidiary legislation’ and ‘take binding decisions’, they also characterize as such bodies that do not issue binding decisions – for example, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (which has ‘assumed numerous regulatory functions and other administrative tasks’), the World Health Organization (‘assessing policies . . . and sanctioning violations’), and the World Bank (‘setting standards’). This suggests that issuing binding decisions is not, in and of itself, a defining feature of formal international administration. Similarly, the categorization of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (established pursuant to a decision of the UN General Assembly in 1950) as a formal means of administration suggests that the requirement of being established by treaty, too, may be interpreted loosely. This, together with the fact that the UN Working Group forms an integral part of the UN institutional structure and contributes actively to shaping administrative-type standards applicable in the industry, suggests that the UN Working Group can appropriately be classified as a mode of ‘administration by formal international organization’.

2 Administration by Transnational Networks and Coordination Arrangements

Taking place outside the framework of a treaty, administration by transnational networks is characterized by ‘the absence of a binding formal decision-making structure and the dominance of informal cooperation among state regulators’. This type of horizontal arrangement among states typically produces effective, albeit non-binding, outcomes. As noted above, examples of informal arrangements of this sort include the Basel Committee in the area of banking regulation and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development – most of whose decisions are not binding on state members.

Strictly speaking, no transnational network or coordination arrangement exists within the private security and military industry. States have yet to establish an informal forum through which they can discuss and cooperate on military outsourcing. That said, definitional caveats mentioned above (not established by treaty; not issuing binding decisions) suggest that the UN Working Group could be characterized as a horizontal coordination arrangement. One of its essential attributes is indeed to provide states with opportunities to debate industry-related issues. In other words, as predicted by GAL scholars, we observe a certain overlap between ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ modes of administration – which, in this industry, is well embodied by the UN Working Group.

3 Distributed Domestic Administration

Distributed domestic administration highlights the role of domestic regulatory agencies within the global administrative space. In particular, it includes states’ attempt at regul-
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lating activities taking place outside their territory. One such example is the extension of United States jurisdiction over the extraterritorial detention of suspected terrorists in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.

In the field under review in this article, the domestic regulation of global activities would include legislation adopted by South Africa to regulate the provision of security and military services by its nationals both within and outside South Africa. It might also cover the use of contracts to regulate private security and military activities – particularly when such regulation is mandated by domestic legislation.

4 Administration by Hybrid Intergovernmental–Private Arrangements

An essential objective of global administrative law has been to uncover the growing role played by hybrid bodies (i.e., ‘bodies that combine private and governmental actors’) in global governance. GAL has shown how, across fields, standards are adopted by these bodies, and, at times, even enforced. GAL scholars give the following examples of hybrid intergovernmental–private arrangements: the Codex Alimentarius Commission (in the area of food safety) and the Internet Corporations for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) (an internet regulatory body). The UN Global Compact would also be a relevant example (in the area of corporate social responsibility), as well as the Forest Stewardship Council (promoting the responsible management of forests worldwide).

In the realm of security and military outsourcing, administration by public–private bodies has proved particularly promising in recent years – with multi-stakeholders’ initiatives achieving unprecedented successes in standard-setting. Examples of such successes, which I analyse in depth below, include the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights (‘Voluntary Principles’), the Montreux Document on Pertinent International Legal Obligations and Good Practices for States related to Operations of Private Military and Security Companies during Armed Conflict (‘Montreux Document’), and the International Code of Conduct for Private Security Service Providers (‘ICoC’).

5 Administration by Private Institutions with Regulatory Functions

This last category refers to exclusively private bodies which assume global regulatory functions – such as the International Standardization Organization (ISO), the

91 Ibid., at 21–22.
93 See Regulation of Foreign Military Assistance Act of 1998 (South Africa), supra note 67.
94 See, e.g., Dickinson, ‘Contract as a Tool for Regulating PMCs’, in Chesterman and Lehnart (eds), supra note 11, at 217.
95 Kingsbury, supra note 40, at 22.
96 Ibid., at 22.
97 See www.unglobalcompact.org.
98 See www.fsc.org.
Fair Labour Association in the clothing industry, or the International Accounting Standards Board (a group of experts whose role it is to set and harmonize accounting standards).

In the private security and military industry, this category raises questions of legitimacy and authority. Industry associations qualify as private bodies established to develop industry-wide standards of behaviour. Issues arise, however, with the requirement to perform regulatory functions. While industry associations often assume de facto regulatory functions, they are not necessarily created as regulators by their founders nor regarded as such by their members. Rather, industry associations are generally conceived as clubs bringing together various industry players (often competitors) in an effort to enhance cooperation and legitimacy. Mere admission to these industry associations provides members with a stamp of approval likely to have a positive impact on their business.

Can industry associations in the realm of private security and military outsourcing appropriately be regarded as exercising regulatory functions? As noted by Surabhi Ranganathan, this has not been the prevailing view.\textsuperscript{100} She argues that industry associations do in fact fulfill regulatory functions – though informal, imperfect, and not exploited to their full potential – and suggests that more attention be paid to the associations’ potential as regulatory bodies. While the industry associations certainly could come to assume this role and contribute to regulatory efforts, I believe it is too early to classify industry associations as private bodies with regulatory functions. I write this mindful that, given the fast-changing nature of the industry, matters may very well evolve in this direction in the near future.

Other regulatory mechanisms that fail to meet the ‘regulatory functions’ requirement are the codes of business conduct/ethics adopted by individual companies in an effort to disseminate information and improve compliance. Like industry associations, these instruments do not neatly fit within any of the five categories identified by GAL scholars. I therefore suggest amending the model GAL taxonomy to account for this specific aspect of the private security and military industry.

B. The Proposed Taxonomy of the Private Security and Military Industry

The proposed taxonomy, which incorporates the insights gained from GAL while taking into account the unique features of the industry under review, is as follows:

(1) the UN Working Group – as a formal mode of administration;
(2) extraterritorial legislation\textsuperscript{101} and contract – as distributed domestic administration;
(3) multi-stakeholder initiatives – as hybrid modes of administration; and

\textsuperscript{100} See supra note 2.

\textsuperscript{101} As noted above, I will not consider national legislation, although it is important to note that its extraterritorial effect is indeed relevant to GAL.
industry associations and companies’ codes of conduct – as private modes of administration exercising *de facto* regulatory functions (each of these will be examined separately for the sake of clarity).

1 The United Nations Working Group on Mercenaries

The UN Working Group has significantly contributed to the regulation of the private security and military industry. As already mentioned, legal issues relating to the industry fall within the mandate of the UN Working Group on the use of mercenaries. This seemingly technical observation reflects the approach of the UN as a whole: traditionally, the UN has treated the private security and military industry as a form of mercenary activity. Only recently has the UN begun to treat the two separately (although issues arising out of the private security and military industry continue to be dealt with under the auspices of the UN Working Group). This change was the culmination of a long process during which the UN expressed much uncertainty as to how private military contractors should be dealt with, and eventually dropped its one-size-fits-all approach and took measure of the differences between mercenaries and private military contractors.

Beginning in 2004, the UN began to pay ‘particular attention to the impact of the activities of private companies offering military assistance, consultancy and security services on the international market on the right of peoples to self-determination’. The realization that mercenary is not synonymous with private security/military contractor began to take hold. A number of country visits, interviews, and communications with member states enabled the UN to gain a better understanding of the private military industry – in particular the fact that, unlike mercenaries, not all private military contractors are of a nationality distinct from that of the belligerents. This challenged the very foundation upon which anti-mercenary norms developed, i.e., that mercenary activity is a form of illegal intervention in another

102 ECOSOC, 53rd session, UN Doc E/CN.4/1997/24 (20 Feb. 1997), at paras 69, 78. There is little support for the traditional UN approach which treats private military contractors as mercenaries. For two examples of what has become the minority view, see A.-F. Musah and K. Fayemi (eds), *Mercenaries: An African Security Dilemma* (2000); and Leander, ‘Global Ungovernance: Mercenaries, States and the Control Over Violence’, Copenhagen Peace Research Institute, Working Paper (2002). At the time the UN used to hold that view, it provoked much criticism including by the UK, which characterized the UN’s position as ‘an extreme point of view’ (see Green Paper, *supra* note 26, at para. 37). Also criticizing what was once the UN position see S. Percy, *Mercenaries: The History of a Norm in International Relations* (2007), at 222.


105 Consider, e.g., the thousands of Iraqi and American military contractors working in Iraq.
state’s affairs. Since many private military contractors are nationals of one of the parties to the conflict, the justification for the prohibition of private military contractors as a form of mercenary activity had to be re-examined.

Because international legislation dealing with mercenary activities ‘failed adequately to prohibit and criminalize traditional and new forms of mercenarism’, the UN proposed amending international definitions of mercenary to include private military and security companies. Although the UN continued to regard modern forms of military outsourcing with much scepticism, it acknowledged that the definitions needed revision in order to reflect the new reality. In 2005, the UN proposed adopting a definition of ‘mercenary company’ which would require (1) the existence of a contract of service, with the element of compensation (material gain) being a key factor; (2) the knowledge and intention to participate in armed conflict; (3) usually but not always, the mercenary being engaged in armed conflict in a country/countries of which he himself is not a national or where the company is not registered; and (4) a mercenary (person) or mercenary company (legal personality) being engaged in armed conflict for its own sake and/or to topple the constitutional order of a state. This ‘new’ definition still held on to problematic constructs such as material gain and the nationality requirement. In fact, I would argue that the reason the UN objected for decades to the use of mercenaries (and, later, to private military contractors) was that they violated principles fundamental to the UN’s worldview (non-interference, state sovereignty, and territorial integrity) that could not be compromised under any circumstances.

In 2007, the UN Working Group recognized that ‘the definition as it currently stands in no longer satisfactory’ and that an amendment of the UN Convention or the elaboration of an additional protocol complementing the UN Convention had become


108 ECOSOC 2005/14, supra note 103, para. 46.

necessary. But it still regarded the activities of private military companies as carried out ‘without legitimacy’ – and recommended a ban on companies ‘intervening in internal and international armed conflicts or actions aiming at destabilizing constitutional regimes’. Again, the emphasis on non-intervention was apparent.

In a remarkable shift towards the recognition of private military contractors as distinct legal entities, the UN Working Group elaborated for the first time in 2008 a definition of ‘private military and security companies’ as including companies which perform all types of security assistance, training, provision and consulting services, i.e. ranging from unarmed logistical support, armed security guards, and those involved in defensive or offensive military and/or security-related activities, particularly in armed conflict areas and/or post-conflict situations.

Shortly thereafter, the UN Working Group acknowledged that private military contractors may, in certain circumstances, fulfil important and valuable purposes, and the main UN bodies welcomed the adoption of the Montreux Document focusing ‘on aspects of self-regulation by the industry’. The UN Working Group stated that, for its part, it intends to concentrate ‘on inter-state legally-binding instruments on which States, not companies, are to agree’. The UN – confirming that it has begun looking at the issue in a new light – is now elaborating a new international convention dealing with private military and security companies as such:

Whilst the Working Group believes that the International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries remains an important international legal instrument for the prevention of the use of mercenaries as a means of violating human rights and the rights of peoples to self-determination, it is of the opinion that the activities of private military and security companies cannot be regulated on the basis of this existing convention. Rather, the Working Group considers that a new international legal instrument in the format of a new international convention on private military and security companies should be elaborated.


111 Ibid.

112 UN Doc A/HRC/RES/7/7, Promotion and Protection of All Human Rights, Civil, Political, Economic, Social and Cultural Rights Including the Right to Development, Report of the Working Group on the use of mercenaries as a means of violating human rights and impeding the exercise of the right of people to self-determination (9 Jan. 2008), at para. 3 (emphasis added). Other suggestions included the adoption of an international ‘code of conduct’ for the industry (UN Doc E/CN/Sub.2/2003/12/Rev.2 (26 Aug. 2003)) and the application of the Norms on the Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations and other business enterprises with regard to human rights to companies operating and providing military and security services in more than one country (ECOSOC 2006/11, The Right of Peoples to Self-Determination and Its Application to Peoples Under Colonial or Alien Domination or Foreign Occupation, UN Doc E/CN.4/2006/11/Add.1 (3 Mar. 2006)).

113 Press Conference by Amada Benavides and Alexander Nikitin of the UN Working Group on the use of mercenaries, and Dan McNorton, UNAMA Public Information Officer, 9 Apr. 2009.
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A ‘Draft of a possible Convention on Private Military and Security Companies (PMSCs) for consideration and action by the Human Rights Council’ (‘Draft Convention’) was made public in July 2010.\textsuperscript{118} This Draft Convention is the product of a long process involving public and private actors under the auspices of the UN Working Group. Its declared purposes are, \textit{inter alia}, to ‘reaffirm and strengthen State responsibility for the use of force and reiterate the importance of its monopoly of the legitimate use of force’, ‘identify those functions which are inherently State functions and which cannot be outsourced under any circumstances’, and ‘regulate the activities of [private security and military companies] and sub-contractors’.\textsuperscript{119}

While an analysis of the Draft Convention is beyond the scope of this article, it is important to emphasize that it not only constitutes a major step forward in the global regulation of the industry, but may also embody a formal mode of regulation in and of itself.

The elaboration of the Draft Convention by the UN Working Group highlights this body’s potential as a regulator. And yet, the Draft Convention contemplates the creation of a separate body to fulfill such role, composed of experts elected for four years by states parties to the convention (the Committee on Regulation, Oversight and Monitoring, hereinafter the ‘Committee’).\textsuperscript{120} Each state would have to decide whether it wished to confer competence to the Committee to hear inter-state complaints and/or individual complaints.\textsuperscript{121} Were states to submit to its competence, the Committee could therefore become a significant mode of administration.\textsuperscript{122}

To summarize, the UN Working Group has recently come to realize its potential – something which was not possible for many years, as the Working Group refused to treat private security and military contractors as legally distinct from mercenaries. If it ceases to view itself as the guardian of state control over violence and non-intervention, the UN Working Group’s role in the regulation of the industry could grow further.\textsuperscript{123} This could happen either as envisaged in the Draft Convention, through the creation of a Committee on Regulation, Oversight, and Monitoring or, I would argue, by turning the UN Working Group itself into the main global monitoring and sanctioning body of the industry.


\textsuperscript{119} Ibid., Art. 1.

\textsuperscript{120} Ibid., Art. 29.

\textsuperscript{121} Ibid., Arts 34 and 37.

\textsuperscript{122} I find it unlikely that states would submit, under Art. 34, to interstate complaints. This mechanism, which exists in many human rights committees (the Human Rights Committee, the Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the Committee on Migrant Workers, the Committee against Torture, and the Committee on Enforced Disappearances) has never been used by states. See M. Shaw, \textit{International Law} (2008), at 335; and www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/petitions/index.htm#interstate.

\textsuperscript{123} This might take some time given the affirmation of the state’s monopoly over the use of force and the non-intervention rationale in the Draft Convention, \textit{supra} note 118.
2 Contracts

Classified in this study as distributed domestic administration, contracts fit particularly well within the global administrative law framework. While contractual standards are elaborated locally by domestic legislation or by a company itself, their reach goes beyond the boundary of any given state: they apply wherever employees deploy as part of their duties. Their domestic origin, contrasted with their extraterritorial reach, illustrates the private/public convergence at the heart of GAL.

Contracts have been recognized as a useful regulatory tool of the private military and security industry in light of their ability to promote public values and international norms, as well as their versatility in accommodating the needs of a variety of hiring entities (states, international organizations, corporations, etc.).

With respect to contracts’ ability to promote public values, Laura Dickinson has shown how contracts, which are private instruments, can be used to promote public values in the absence of effective regulation. Once incorporated into contracts, standards of behaviour can be implemented using ordinary domestic enforcement mechanisms.

The case of prison management provides an interesting example of how this can be done. Contracts have been used as the primary tool for outsourcing prisons to the private sector. For example, provisions have been incorporated to limit the term of the privatization contract: in Arkansas, contracts with private prisons may be entered into for a period of up to 20 years, and in Ohio, contracts ‘shall be for an initial term of not more than two years, with an option to renew for additional periods of two years’. Contracts have also been used to provide the government with the

124 It may be required by legislation to be adopted by the state – but not necessarily (see Dickinson, supra note 94). Contractual provisions may also be freely inserted by hiring parties (government or other) in contracts with companies (and of course by companies in contracts with personnel, but that is an entirely different issue).


126 See, e.g., Vinnell’s Statement of Work, 9 June 2003, available at: http://projects.publicintegrity.org/docs/wow/Vinnell.pdf (a contract to train the New Iraqi Army provided that Vinnell’s invoices for the first six months could not exceed a certain sum).

127 The privatization of prisons and the privatization of military services raise similar questions of scope (how much to outsource) and oversight (how to monitor the performance of private actors entrusted with governmental functions). In fact, states have dealt with both types of privatizations in similar ways. The UK, e.g., published a Green Paper envisaging the privatization of prisons in 1998 (UK Home Office, ‘Prisons Probation: Joining Forces to Protect the Public’ (1998), available at: www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/EROResults/HO/421/2/cpd/cpu/pcon1.htm) and, in 2002, another Green Paper addressing the privatization of military functions (see supra note 26). In both reports, the outsourcing option was taken seriously, without paying lip service to preconceived ideas or stigmas against privatization. Both Green Papers presented areas in which the involvement of private parties could be beneficial, while highlighting areas worthy of improvement, and are widely regarded as points of reference for policy-makers and scholars in those fields.


right to put an end to the contract in the case of under-performance on the part of the contractor. This is the case in Tennessee, where the state can cancel the contract with a penalty as long as it gives notice to the private operator within 90 days.\textsuperscript{131} In an effort further to enhance the regulatory framework applicable to private prisons in the US, statutes have made the insertion of even more specific clauses mandatory in these contracts.\textsuperscript{132}

It has been suggested that a similar approach be adopted in the context of the privatization of security and military services. Contracts between states and private security and military companies can incorporate provisions requiring employees to respect basic human rights standards and obey norms of international humanitarian law.\textsuperscript{133} Contracts can also oblige the company to train employees, impose performance benchmarks, or obtain certain accreditations.\textsuperscript{134} For example, contracts between the US Department of Defense and security/military companies accompanying US armed forces overseas must include a number of provisions regarding the use of force or the treatment of contractors as civilians unless they take a direct part in hostilities.\textsuperscript{135} Unfortunately, as is well documented by Dickinson, few contracts actually include the mandatory provisions.\textsuperscript{136} For this reason, Dickinson has advocated contractual reform, emphasizing that it would require very little effort.\textsuperscript{137}

In addition to facilitating enforcement, contracts are also a particularly versatile tool: contracts govern relationships between private military companies and states, international organizations, and multi-national corporations. As such, they can be used to effect compliance with international norms. Contracts may also enhance the oversight over subcontractors – a common feature of the industry – by providing for standards of conduct for sub-contractors engaged by the prime contractors. Moreover,


\textsuperscript{132} See Tenn. Code Ann. ¶ 41-24-104(a)(4) (2003) (the statute requires private prison contractors to provide an adequate insurance plan that provides that the sovereign immunity of the state shall not apply to the contractor, and prevents the private contractor from calculating inmate release/parole eligibility, changing the level of custody, or taking disciplinary actions against prisoners); and McAfee, ‘Tennessee’s Private Prison Act of 1986: An Historical Perspective With Special Attention To California’s Experience’, 40 Vanderbilt L Rev (1987) 851, at 861.

\textsuperscript{133} Dickinson, supra note 94, at 222 (noting that under the model contract for prison management drafted by the Oklahoma Department of Corrections, contractors must meet delineated standards for security, meals and education). Also advocating the use of contracts are the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights (adopted in Dec. 2000, available at: \textit{www.voluntaryprinciples.org/files/voluntary_principles.pdf} (‘Voluntary Principles’) and the Montreux Document, supra note 1, both of which are discussed in sect. 4 below.

\textsuperscript{134} Dickinson, supra note 94, at 218, 222.

\textsuperscript{135} 48 CFR 252.225-7040 (b)(3)(ii) and (iii). It is worth noting that these provisions must also be incorporated in potential subcontracts (48 CFR 252.225-7040 (q)).

\textsuperscript{136} See Dickinson, supra note 94, at 221 (noting that of the 60 publicly available Iraq contracts, ‘none contains specific provisions requiring contractors to obey human rights, anti-corruption, or transparency norms’).

\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Ibid.}, at 221.
contracts can easily be tailored, on a case-by-case basis, to suit the specific needs of the hiring entity (state or otherwise) and the company.\textsuperscript{138}

To summarize, the promise of regulation through contract is far-reaching: contracts allow for the enforcement of basic norms of international law through the domestic system and are adaptable to a variety of situations. These positive features have been recognized within the industry, and multi-stakeholder initiatives have emphasized the advantages of the contractual approach – especially, as noted in the Montreux Document, when used in tandem with other means of regulation such as domestic legislation and international instruments.\textsuperscript{139}

3 Multi-Stakeholder Initiatives

I now turn to the third category of administration highlighted by GAL – namely hybrid modes of administration, which are primarily characterized by the joint involvement of public and private actors. In the case of the private military industry, multi-stakeholder initiatives are usually undertaken jointly by governments, private military companies, industry experts, and/or non-governmental organizations. Their aim is to complement, but not provide a substitute for, national legislation.\textsuperscript{140} This is a distinctive feature of self-regulation – of which we will also see other manifestations below, in the form of codes of conduct and industry associations. These multi-stakeholder initiatives, as an example of self-regulation, demonstrate the industry’s willingness and ability to enhance the regulatory framework within which it operates.

With this in mind, I address five of these initiatives in turn – the Voluntary Principles, the Code of Conduct and Ethics for the Private Security Sector adopted by the European Confederation of Security Services, the Sarajevo Code of Conduct for Private Security Companies, the Montreux Document, and the ICoC.\textsuperscript{141} I have selected these initiatives because, taken together, they provide what I believe is an accurate

\textsuperscript{138} Dickinson, \textit{supra} note 94, at 231.
\textsuperscript{139} This point is noted in the Montreux Document, \textit{supra} note 1. See also Voluntary Principles, \textit{supra} note 133.
\textsuperscript{140} See, e.g., \textit{ibid.} (‘[a]lthough governments have the primary role of maintaining law and order, security and respect for human rights, Companies have an interest in ensuring that actions taken by governments, particularly the actions of public security providers, are consistent with the protection and promotion of human rights’); Sarajevo Code, \textit{infra} note 156, at (iv) and (v)(the aim of which is ‘to support the development and enforcement of formal regulation by engaging all relevant actors in a drive towards improved standards’); IPOA’s Code of Conduct \textit{infra} note 201 s. 9.1 (providing that ‘signatories shall go beyond the minimum legal requirements and support additional ethical imperatives that are essential for effective peace and stability operations’); and N. Rosemann, \textit{Code of Conduct: Tool for Self-Regulation of Private Military and Security Companies} (2008), at 5.
\textsuperscript{141} This list is non-exhaustive. Another notable initiative is the one undertaken by the Institute for International Law and Justice as NYU School of Law. The Institute, supported by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, organizes conferences, publishes books, and brings together stakeholders in the private military industry in the aim of developing a normative framework applicable to private military companies’ operations. For more information about this project, see \texttt{www.iilj.org/research/PrivateMilitaryandSecurityCompanies.asp}. 
picture of hybrid-type efforts undertaken by and with the industry. They also highlight the weaknesses and potential of this mode of administration.

Chronologically, the Voluntary Principles were the first hybrid initiative undertaken. They were adopted in 2000 to ‘guide companies in maintaining the safety and security of their operations within an operating framework that ensures respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms’. Participants include governments, non-governmental organizations, as well as over a dozen companies, most of them in the oil and gas industry.

The main achievement of the Voluntary Principles is in standard-setting. The Voluntary Principles create minimum safeguards and standards that are difficult to sidestep morally once a party has ‘signed on’. These principles and standards must be observed by companies, whether hired by corporations, states, or non-governmental organizations. Among such standards, the Voluntary Principles refer to emerging best practices developed by industry, civil society, and governments, as well as international humanitarian law, including international guidelines regarding the use of force. The standards also cover the vetting and training of contractors: the Voluntary Principles warn against the hiring of individuals implicated in human rights abuses and emphasize the importance of teaching contractors how to keep the use of force minimal and proportional to the threat.

The Voluntary Principles recommend the incorporation of these guidelines in contracts with private military companies. They also suggest that contractual provisions enable the contracting party (whether a state or a corporation) to terminate its relationship with private military companies where there is credible evidence of unlawful or abusive behaviour by private military contractors. This particular recommendation is reminiscent of the steps undertaken to regulate the conduct of private prison operators, which I discussed earlier.

Monitoring is contemplated both at the company level and by a separate monitoring body. The Voluntary Principles note, for example, that policies on the use of force must be ‘capable of being monitored’ by the companies or ‘where appropriate, by independent third parties’. The Voluntary Principles specify that, at the company level:

Such monitoring should encompass detailed investigations into allegations of abusive or unlawful acts; the availability of disciplinary measures sufficient to prevent and deter; and procedures for reporting allegations to relevant local law enforcement authorities when appropriate.

---

142 Voluntary Principles, supra note 133, Introduction.
143 For the list of participants see www.voluntaryprinciples.org/participants/.
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145 Ibid., sect 4.
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As for allegations of human rights abuses, they should be recorded and credible allegations properly investigated. When physical force is used, the matter should be referred to authorities and/or disciplinary action should be taken.

The Voluntary Principles’ two-pronged monitoring mechanism – i.e., disciplinary offences within the company and/or resort to the authorities – is significant as it goes beyond the company itself and contemplates the involvement of national authorities. A similar two-pronged monitoring mechanism was adopted by the main industry association (the International Peace Operations Association, IPOA), whose code of conduct provides that ‘[f]or serious infractions, such as grave breaches of international humanitarian and human rights laws, Signatories should report such offences to the relevant authorities’. This demonstrates the Voluntary Principles’ resonance within the industry – which is echoed in similar regional initiatives that shortly followed the Voluntary Principles’ adoption.

Consider for instance the adoption in 2003 of the Code of Conduct and Ethics for the Private Security Sector by the Confederation of European Security Services and Uni-Europa (a European trade union federation). This code was born of the belief ‘that there should be a more harmonized regulatory framework at the European level for the private security sector’. It sets out a number of standards, promotes openness and transparency, encourages the selection and recruitment of staff along objective criteria, and emphasizes the importance of properly training personnel.

With respect to enforcement, the Code notes that its two sponsors:

Undertake, on a regular basis, to monitor and evaluate the implementation of this code within their social dialogue. To this end, it is critical that monitoring and preliminary evaluations take place both at company level and at national level.

The language is very soft, and it is unclear how the two sponsors are to play the monitoring role entrusted to them.

A similar code, albeit much more elaborate, was drafted in 2006 as part of the so-called Sarajevo Process – a joint initiative of the Centre for Security Studies (a Bosnian think-tank) and Saferworld (a UK non-governmental organization) undertaken with the financial and technical support of the South Eastern and Eastern Europe Clearinghouse for the Control of Small Arms and Light Weapons (mandated by the UN to support efforts to control and reduce the use of small arms in South Eastern Europe). The idea of the Sarajevo Process was to bring too-

---
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gether stakeholders from the Bosnian government, client groups, and international organizations.\footnote{Ibid., at (iv).}

The Sarajevo Code of Conduct for Private Security Companies (‘Sarajevo Code’) sets out ‘a set of basic standards of professionalism and service delivery’, the aim of which is ‘to support the development and enforcement of formal regulation by engaging all relevant actors in a drive towards improved standards’.\footnote{Ibid., at (iv) and (v).} It recommends that background checks be conducted

\begin{quote}
\begin{itemize}
\item prior to licenses being awarded to ensure that personnel: (1) have no criminal record; (2) have no past responsibility for human rights violations or violations of humanitarian law; and (3) have not been dishonourably discharged from the police or armed forces.\footnote{Ibid., sect 2.3 (Selection and Recruitment).}
\end{itemize}
\end{quote}

The emphasis on recruitment and training resembles the approach taken by the Code of Conduct and Ethics for the Private Security Sector analysed above. The main difference between the Sarajevo Code and the Code of Conduct and Ethics for the Private Security Sector lies in the provisions dealing with the enforcement of the code. Section 2.21 of the Sarajevo Code provides that complaints of inappropriate or illegal behaviour will be investigated promptly and thoroughly within companies and that the police will be informed. In addition, this process ‘will be monitored and reviewed on an ongoing basis. Where a trade association or other industry body exists, members will cooperate to allow additional oversight at this level.’\footnote{Ibid., sect 2.21 (Oversight) (emphasis added).} This provision contemplates monitoring at the company level, by governmental authorities, and by a trade or industry association – although the precise contours of each mechanism remain unclear.

The most important multi-stakeholder initiative in the industry was that which led to the adoption of the Montreux Document in 2008.\footnote{Montreux Document, supra note 1.} Undertaken jointly by Switzerland and the ICRC, the initiative included extensive consultation with industry and civil society actors, through five intergovernmental meetings and four experts’ meetings.\footnote{Cockayne, ‘Regulating Private Military and Security Companies: The Content, Negotiation, Weaknesses and Promise of the Montreux Document’, 13 J Conflict Security L (2008) 401, at 402.} Although not a legally binding instrument,\footnote{With respect to the Montreux Document’s normative value, James Cockayne, who participated in its drafting process, noted that the document’s good practices are best understood as ‘a non-exhaustive compendium of illustrative good practice for states discharging their existing obligations’: ibid., at 405. This is in contrast with the first part of the Montreux Document, Cockayne adds, which ‘provides a conservative statement of lex lata’: ibid., at 404.} the Montreux Document embodies the achievement of (private) regulation through a successful interplay between public and private actors.

The approach of the Montreux Document is unique in that it seeks to recall the existing obligations of, and establish ‘good practices’ for, all actors involved: states contracting with private military and security companies; territorial states (i.e., states
on the territory of which private military companies operate); home states (i.e., the state of incorporation of the company); all other states; and the companies and their personnel. The premise on which it is based is that international humanitarian law does apply to these actors such that there is no legal vacuum. While other actors are taken into account, the emphasis is certainly on states – the main objective being to assist states in ensuring respect for applicable international norms in their relationship with private military and security companies.

An important difference between the Montreux Document and other initiatives lies in the broad support it has received from states, from the United Nations, and from the industry. Again, this is all the more significant in that the document not only reiterates existing law, but also seeks to provide a platform for its development.

With respect to monitoring and enforcement, and in a way consistent with its primary objective, the Montreux Document puts the onus mostly on state authorities. Territorial states (i.e., states on the territory of which private military companies operate) are encouraged to ‘establish or designate an adequately resourced monitoring authority’. But the Montreux Document does not specify how such monitoring authority should be established or what types of measures territorial states would be competent to take. In terms of sanctioning, both territorial states and home states (i.e., states where the companies are incorporated) are encouraged to impose sanctions on companies when such companies operate without adequate authorizations. Such sanctions would include the revocation of the company’s licence to operate, the termination of employment contracts, the imposition of financial penalties, and the payment of reparations to those harmed as a result of misconduct by the company or by one of its employees.

In practice, the responsibility of monitoring and enforcing the Montreux Document’s standards shifts onto contracting states – i.e., states actually under contract with the private military companies. Contracting states are encouraged to take monitoring into

---

162 In addition to the 17 states which participated in the drafting of the Montreux Document, 19 more states have expressed support for the Montreux Document since its release. See www.eda.admin.ch/eda/en/home/topics/intla/humlaw/pse/parsta.html.

163 The UN GA and SC endorsed the Montreux Document and circulated it to member states in a joint resolution. See UN Doc A/63/467 – S/2008/636 (6 Oct 2008).

164 The British Association of Private Security Companies notes on its website that it will ensure that the good practices of the Montreux Document are reflected in the future regulations issued by the association, and qualifies the adoption of the Montreux Document as ‘a milestone that clarifies the applicable law and thus contributes to strengthening compliance with IHL and respect for human rights’: see www.bapsc.org.uk/key_documents-swissInitiative.asp.


166 This is consistent with the nature of the Montreux Document, which identifies good practices for states – as its name indicates (‘On Pertinent International Legal Obligations and Good Practices for States related to Operations of Private Military and Security Companies during Armed Conflict’) (emphasis added).

167 Montreux Document, supra note 1, at para. 46.

168 Ibid., at paras 25–42.

169 Ibid., at para. 46.
consideration early in the process by ensuring that the hired company has adopted internal regulations with respect to international humanitarian law and human rights law (such as policies regarding the use of force and firearms) and investigation and disciplinary arrangements in case of allegations of wrongdoing by the company’s personnel. The contracting state may also require information as to the company’s past conduct, its financial and economic capacity, the possession of the required registration, licences, or authorizations, personnel and property records, or the welfare of personnel. Contracting states also ought to take measures later on in the process, i.e., once violations have been committed, by imposing administrative, disciplinary, or judicial sanctions.

The Montreux Document clearly views the contractual relationship between the contracting state and the company as offering significant monitoring potential. It recommends the insertion, by way of contract, of ‘performance requirements that ensure respect for relevant national law, international humanitarian law and human rights law’ by the private military company. Contracts should also be used, the Montreux Document notes, to impose standards regarding the selection of subcontractors and to establish the liability of the company for the conduct of such subcontractors. In order to enhance control over private military companies, the Montreux Document considers granting contracting states the right to terminate the contract if and when a company fails to comply with contractual provisions— a suggestion inherited from the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights. In fact, both the Voluntary Principles and the Montreux Document (on a broader scale) combine a hybrid and a contractual approach – the latter designed to give more ‘teeth’ to the standards and mechanisms elaborated.

Notwithstanding the Montreux Document’s numerous achievements in advancing regulation within the industry, a closer examination reveals that its monitoring provisions are less advanced than those of the Voluntary Principles. As I explained above, the Voluntary Principles contemplate a two-pronged mechanism, which combines disciplinary offences within the company with resort to the authorities in cases of non-compliance. In contrast, the Montreux Document’s approach is exclusively contractual and company-based. The latter approach, by nature limited, does not envisage sanctioning, other than (as noted above) the revocation of the company’s licence to operate, the termination of employment contracts, the imposition of financial penalties, or the payment of reparations to those harmed as a result of misconduct by the company or by one of its employees. Moreover, it is unclear which body would have the authority to enforce such sanctions.
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The broad acceptance of the Montreux Document, together with its weaknesses, illustrates the nature of hybrid modes of governance within the industry. On one hand, gathering important and varied industry players to agree on industry-wide standards represents, in and of itself, an undeniable achievement. That these standards go beyond minimum legal requirements, too, is significant. On the other hand, few mechanisms have been put in place through the Montreux Agreement to guarantee compliance with the agreed-upon standards.

The recent International Code of Conduct for Private Security Service Providers embodies a similar trend. Having sprung from the Montreux Document, the ICoC is to the private sector what the Montreux Document is to states. Adopted in November 2010 and initially endorsed by 58 companies, the ICoC now counts 166 signatory companies.\(^{177}\) By virtue of their acceptance of the ICoC, these companies ‘endorse the principles of the Montreux Document’\(^ {178}\) and agree to standards guiding the exercise of their functions. The specific purpose of the ICoC is ‘to set forth a commonly-agreed set of principles for [Private Security Providers] and to establish a foundation to translate those principles into related standards as well as governance and oversight mechanisms’.\(^ {179}\)

The International Code of Conduct for Private Security Service Providers succeeds in establishing standards in areas such as recruiting, subcontracting, and the resort to force. However, it has yet to carry out its promise to create ‘better governance, compliance and accountability’ and establish ‘external independent mechanisms for effective governance and oversight’.\(^ {180}\) These goals, while laudable, translate into too few commitments on the part of companies in the code itself. Reporting and investigating are insufficient to achieve self-regulation. Similarly, disciplinary action ‘which could include termination of employment’ falls short of true sanctioning of non-compliant employees.\(^ {181}\)

Much like that of its predecessor, the Montreux Document, the ICoC’s main achievement rests in elaborating industry-wide standards acceptable to all interest groups. Emphasizing the importance of this broad appeal, the ICoC establishes a tripartite steering committee composed of representatives of the industry, civil society, and governments.\(^ {182}\) That is perhaps the most distinctive feature of this true ‘multi-stakeholder’ initiative. To ensure that the ICoC does not remain a mere declaration of good intentions, the tripartite steering committee’s working groups meet on a regular basis on topics such as oversight, third party complaints, and governance.\(^ {183}\) Minutes of their meetings are posted online – in an apparent effort to make their activity as transparent as possible.\(^ {184}\)

\(^{177}\) Ibid. As of Aug 2011.

\(^{178}\) Ibid., at para. 3.

\(^{179}\) Ibid., at para. 5.

\(^{180}\) Ibid., at para. 7(b).

\(^{181}\) Ibid., at para. 67(f).

\(^{182}\) Ibid., at para. 11. See also www.icoc-psp.org/ICoC_Steering_Committee.html.


\(^{184}\) See www.icoc-psp.org/ICoC_Working_Groups.html.
Whether the ICoC will succeed in creating enforceable self-regulatory standards for the industry remains uncertain. The tension between the achievements and weaknesses of instruments such as the Montreux Document and the ICoC – a tension characteristic of self-regulation generally – has been a cause of scepticism. Yet, hybrid modes of governance have been at the forefront of the efforts to regulate the industry. They certainly have gone further than any domestic or international initiative. At the moment, I would argue that multi-stakeholder initiatives of this kind offer highly promising avenues in enhancing the regulation of the industry – in particular in terms of participation, transparency, and harmonization.

4 Industry Associations

Using GAL’s taxonomy, I have identified two modes of private administration within the private military industry. The first one, industry associations, is addressed in this section; the second one, codes of conduct, is addressed in the following section.

Industry associations consist of private bodies that regroup private security and military companies under the same roof. Through the associations, competing companies discuss issues of common interest and engage in collective efforts – with the common aim of enhancing transparency and accountability in the industry, upon a backdrop of public scrutiny and well-documented abuses. The hope is also to forestall governmental intervention and the imposition of costly or constraining regulation, while ensuring that new contracts continue to flow. In other words, the role of industry associations is both to regulate the industry and seek ‘better contract opportunities for their members’.

Industry associations help the industry present a united front when dealing with regulatory issues at the domestic level (the adoption of legislation by states) or the international level (the adoption of standards by the international community). For example, IPOA and the British Association of Private Security Companies (BAPSC) both took part in the discussions leading to the adoption of the Montreux Document in 2007. In the UK, the BAPSC has welcomed and is likely to participate in the consultation process undertaken by the UK government on the question of private
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187 Ibid., at 375.

security and military companies. And industry associations made submissions to the South African Parliament during the drafting of its legislation on private security and military companies. Cynics would contend that industry associations constitute a public relations stunt aimed at preventing the adoption of onerous national or transnational regulation. But in practice, industry-led initiatives have borne meaningful results, as I further discuss below.

Motivations aside, industry associations have taken significant steps to advance self-regulation. Although the associations do not possess de lege regulatory authority, their influence on the industry’s regulatory environment has been significant, in particular due to the adoption of codes of conduct to which their members must subscribe. In the context of an industry association, a code of conduct is a written document, not necessarily legally enforceable, which contains moral standards used to guide the corporate behaviour of the association’s members. As a matter of definition, and as noted above with respect to self-regulation generally, codes of conduct usually go beyond, but do not substitute themselves for, existing legislation.

In the context of GAL, the industry associations provide an excellent example not only of regulation at the hands of private bodies, but also of the disappearing boundary between the domestic and the international realms. Indeed, while two out of three main associations are country-based, their reach is global – with the standards applying wherever the contractors operate.

The most important industry association, the US-based IPOA, was founded in 2000. It seeks to promote ethical standards of companies active in the industry; to engage in a constructive dialogue with policy-makers about the growing and positive contribution of these firms to the enhancement of international peace, development, and human security; and to inform the concerned public about the activities and role of the industry. Membership has so far been granted to 57 members including such firms as DynCorp International and MPRI.

190 See Ranganathan, supra note 2, at n. 100.
191 Brooks, supra note 13, at 130.
192 This influence, often overlooked, has been described at length by Ranganathan, whose article constitutes an excellent complement to this section. See supra note 2.
194 See supra note 140.
195 See, e.g., the BAPSC’s charter, available at www.bapsc.org.uk/key_documents-charter.asp (which regulates the ‘activities of UK-based firms and companies that provide armed security services in countries outside the UK’).
196 Although still referred to as IPOA, the association has been renamed ‘The Association of the Stability Operations Industry’.
197 The IPOA’s website is at: www.ipoaonline.org.
198 For a list of IPOA members see http://ipaworld.org/eng/ipoamembers.html.
Adept at both self-regulation and public relations, the IPOA has developed a Code of Conduct, now in its twelfth version. The code elaborates standards applicable to IPOA members operating in conflict and post-conflict environments regardless of where that may be. Although not legally binding, the code positions itself as a law-infused document:


The emphasis on human rights and humanitarian law permeates the entire code. The code encourages IPOA members to ‘take firm and definitive action if their personnel engages in unlawful activities’, contemplating that grave breaches of humanitarian law be reported to ‘the relevant authorities’. In addition, the code stresses the importance of properly informing, training, and vetting personnel. Finally, the code calls on companies to elaborate rules of engagement ahead of deployment and ensure that these rules comply with international humanitarian and human rights law.

In terms of enforcement, the IPOA’s Code of Conduct provides that members ‘shall take firm and definitive action if their personnel engage in unlawful activities’. To that end, the IPOA calls on its members to set up internal mechanisms for personnel to report suspected breaches of international humanitarian and human rights laws and violations of other applicable laws or the IPOA Code of Conduct. It also encourages the companies to report violations of international humanitarian and human rights law committed by their personnel to the relevant authorities. Most remarkably, the IPOA’s Code of Conduct establishes its own enforcement mechanism, which allows individuals and organizations to lodge a complaint with IPOA’s Chief Liaison Officer of the Standards Committee. I should note that I am not aware of this mechanism ever having been used.

Through the IPOA’s complaint mechanism, companies as well as individuals may submit complaints to the association for alleged violations of the IPOA’s self-imposed
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standards. Such complaints may remain anonymous if appropriately specified. The written complaint, as noted above, is directed to the Chief Liaison Officer of the Standards Committee, ‘who is an employee of IPOA and is not affiliated with any company’. Of course, the IPOA may not consider complaints against companies that are not members of the association highlighting a structural weakness of such self-regulatory regimes. When responding to a complaint, the IPOA Standards Committee follows a Standards Compliance and Oversight Procedure. This provides that the monitoring/sanctioning will take place in four steps: (1) an administrative panel will look at the complaint and decide whether it is worthy of review; (2) a review panel will hear the complaint and determine whether a violation of IPOA’s code of conduct has occurred; (3) a compliance panel will suggest and impose remedies and monitor the compliance of the company subject to the complaint; and (4) a disciplinary panel will provide a final ruling on expulsion. As ‘IPOA is not a law enforcement or judicial organization’, it ‘will not attempt to prove the guilt or innocence of a member company in a criminal or civil legal case’.

Although a unique three-level enforcement mechanism is contemplated, the only sanction envisaged by IPOA is the expulsion of a member from the association. Expulsion alone sidesteps true accountability, even if it may have significant reputational and financial implications. While the model of industry-led accountability is attractive at the procedural level – it avoids the need for new monitoring/enforcement mechanisms – it fails on the substantive level. A more effective model would provide for a referral by the IPOA’s Compliance Panel to relevant authorities whenever a violation of the code has been found by such panel to have occurred. The expulsion of non-compliant members remains too limited a sanction.

A more local association, the BAPSC (British Association of Private Security Companies), created in 2006, represents companies that are based in the UK and provide armed security services overseas. The association was founded by Andrew Bearpark, formerly a director of operations for the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq and involved in reconstruction efforts in Kosovo as part of the UN Mission in Kosovo. A staunch advocate of self-regulation, the BAPSC’s purpose is ‘to promote, enhance and regulate the interests and activities of UK-based firms and companies that provide armed security services in countries outside the UK and to represent the
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interests and activities of Members in matters of proposed or actual legislation’.\textsuperscript{218} By being admitted as members and signing the BAPSC Charter, companies commit themselves to standards of transparency, integrity, and accountability.\textsuperscript{219} The association’s Charter sets out a commitment to ‘follow all rules of international, humanitarian and human rights law that are applicable as well as all relevant international protocols and conventions and further agree to subscribe to and abide by the ethical codes of practice of the Association’.\textsuperscript{220} The Charter focuses on its members’ obligations when using force (which may be used only defensively), training (which must be adequate to the assignment and in accordance with the law), and the rights of the companies’ personnel to ‘protective equipment, adequate weapons and ammunition, medical support and insurance’.\textsuperscript{221}

Importantly, the BAPSC sees itself as a player in both public and private regulatory initiatives, emphasizing the importance of engaging with the UK government and relevant international organizations.\textsuperscript{222} As noted above, the BAPSC participated in the Swiss initiative leading up to the adoption of the Montreux Document – and details of such participation are proudly displayed on the association’s website.\textsuperscript{223} In particular, the association notes that its involvement since the initiative’s inception in 2006 has contributed ‘to a better understanding of the industry amongst the participating governments and ensured that an industry perspective be reflected in the final version of the Montreux document’.\textsuperscript{224} With respect to the Montreux Document itself, the BAPSC welcomed ‘the enhanced clarity it brings to the legal situation of its members during their operations in areas of armed conflict’ and looks forward to providing ‘further input and support’ in follow-ups to the process.\textsuperscript{225} This role is clearly conceived as an essential part of the association’s mission. However – and this is significant – the Charter says nothing of sanctions to be adopted against non-compliant members.

A third industry association is the Private Security Company Association of Iraq (PSCAI) – a more discreet, less vocal, association ‘committed to furthering professionalism, transparency and accountability within the private security industry operating in Iraq’.\textsuperscript{226} The PSCAI offers its members a forum to discuss issues of mutual interest, a medium to work with the Iraqi Government, access to data, networking opportunities, and visibility.\textsuperscript{227} Its members include the companies with the most
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Lucrative Iraq contracts – such as Aegis, Erinys, and Triple Canopy. Generally speaking, much less information is available about the PSCAI than about the IPOA or the BASPC. The PSCAI does not have a code of conduct or a charter – at least not a public one. But with respect to membership, the admission process is much more rigorous than in other industry associations and is subject to third party approval. Such process consists in the preparation and submission of a large amount of documentation, verification by the Iraqi Ministry of the Interior, and, finally, the granting of the licence to the company. The PSCAI plays an important role in helping companies to go through this process, in particular by acting as a liaison between the applicants and the Iraqi Ministry of the Interior. This role illustrates the positioning of the association mostly as a local actor: unlike those of IPOA and the BAPSC, the PSCAI’s activities are geared toward the local market and the companies operating within that market.

To summarize, industry associations play a growing role in enhancing the regulatory environment applicable to the activities of private security and military companies. So far largely underestimated, the regulatory potential of industry associations and their role as private administrators should be acknowledged and better exploited.

5 Codes of Conduct

In addition to their adherence to the codes established by industry associations of which they are members, a number of private military companies have adopted their own internal codes of conduct/ethics. As I explain below, codes adopted by companies borrow much from codes adopted by industry associations – probably in an effort to reinforce such codes and achieve some consistency within the industry. Importantly, both types of regulation may be classified as private modes of administration under GAL. In addition, codes of conduct adopted at the company level share basic characteristics with those adopted by industry associations – not legally enforceable, containing moral and legal standards, going beyond what is required by law, extraterritorial in their reach, and traditionally rather weak on enforcement.

In spite of their resemblance to industry codes, I analyse the companies’ codes of conduct separately. The reason is twofold. First, these codes demonstrate the companies’ voluntary commitment to regulation. Both the number of companies that have taken such a step and the extent of their commitment have grown in recent years. Secondly, while most codes of conduct still lack any enforcement scheme, companies have taken various measures designed to give effect to their codes of conduct. The attempt at giving more ‘teeth’ to self-regulation – a feature virtually absent within industry associations – also justifies the separate treatment of these codes of conduct.
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While these reasons call for a separate and in-depth treatment of these codes, the literature devotes little attention to this aspect of the industry’s self-regulation.\footnote{One exception is Hoppe and Quirico, supra note 2.} I try to correct this imbalance in the present section not only by describing and analysing these codes, but also by emphasizing their importance in the overall efforts undertaken by the industry to self-regulate.

Efforts undertaken at the company level clearly appear from a quick survey of the leading private security and military companies. Out of the leading companies (all members of at least one industry association), approximately 9 per cent have adopted their own code of conduct and made it public. Other companies – approximately another 2 per cent – have adopted such a code but have chosen not to make it public. Finally, if we factor in companies which have made some other type of public commitment to legal standards, i.e., an additional 12 per cent,\footnote{I should note that, in this figure, I include companies that have posted on their websites detailed information (i.e., more than just a logo) regarding their membership of industry association(s). The reason is that I wanted to account for those companies which have taken the extra step to make a public and visible commitment to the provisions included in the industry associations’ codes of conduct.} we observe that nearly 25 per cent of the leading private security and military companies have made some type of public commitment to international law and industry regulation. This figure demonstrates the positioning of the companies as agents of private regulation.

Five companies have taken particularly innovative steps with respect to regulation: ArmorGroup (it was the first company to adopt a public policy with respect to regulation); Aegis (its commitment was only recently made public); and Triple Canopy and DynCorp (because of the internal enforcement mechanisms they have set up in tandem with the adoption of their codes of conduct). From the perspective of Global Administrative Law, I believe that these companies constitute interesting case studies of private modes of administration without express regulatory authority.

ArmorGroup, a global leader in protective security, security training, risk management, and consultancy, bought by G4S in 2008,\footnote{See supra note 27.} was among the first private military companies to commit to basic norms of international law. With over 9,000 personnel operating in 38 countries at the height of the war in Iraq, ArmorGroup’s worldwide presence and global client-base\footnote{The company’s clients included a number of UK governmental agencies, the US Department of Defense, the Japanese Ministry of Development and Reconstruction, the Swiss, Swedish and Canadian governments, and the European Commission. ArmorGroup also worked extensively for large corporations. See www.Bloomberg.com, ‘ArmorGroup Nears $380 Million Mine Clearance Order’, 14 Apr. 2005, available at: www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=ajT63FtmGdT0; and Fisk and Carell, ‘Occupiers Spend Millions on Private Army of Security Men’, The Independent, 28 Mar. 2004.} turned the company into a mega corporation.\footnote{See Fainaru and Tate, ‘Outsourcing a War’, Washington Post, 24 June 2007 (ArmorGroup’s Iraq Operations Manager said of the firm ‘it’s a monster’).} The company’s strong position only made its decision to publish, in 2004, a paper entitled ‘Regulation – An ArmorGroup Perspective’, more significant.\footnote{‘Regulation – An ArmorGroup Perspective’ (2004), previously available at: www.armorgroup.com/mediacentre/publications/?year=2004, now on file with author, at 4.}
Discussing regulatory options for the private military industry, this policy paper constituted one of the first attempts of the industry at voluntarily enhancing the regulatory framework. Directed at companies based in the UK, ArmorGroup’s policy paper advocates ‘greater transparency and understanding’ through ‘better regulation’ of the industry.

In its effort to encourage legislation applicable to UK-based companies, ArmorGroup advocates concrete steps. Genuinely convinced of its ability to affect the regulatory framework, the company recommends the extension of the Private Security Industry Act of 2002 to private security companies ‘registered and based in the UK, but which operate outside the United Kingdom, in respect of all pertinent activity that they undertake within the United Kingdom’. The company suggests that regulation should require companies to submit information about their activities on a regular basis, adopt an ethics policy ‘confirming compliance with international laws on human rights’ and a code of conduct ‘for employees operating outside the United Kingdom to include rules of engagement if weapons are to be carried’, and register with applicable government departments and agencies. This, ArmorGroup notes, will enhance transparency within the industry.

Why did ArmorGroup take such a ground-breaking step? There is no doubt that the company’s call for more legitimacy and more regulation was driven by the growing awareness of the costs of being associated with mercenaries:

Although [private security and military contractors] may be armed they have nothing in common with Private Military Companies or Mercenaries who engage in, or support, offensive combat operations that may seize ground and try to change the prevailing balance of power in a foreign country. The company’s call for a better image and more recognition, which the rest of the industry later joined, necessarily came with a strong desire to distance itself from mercenaries. In this respect, as well as from the standpoint of self-regulation, ArmorGroup’s bold move marked a turning point for the industry – as the experience of other companies, such as Aegis, illustrates.

Aegis, a British company made famous by its award in 2004 of a $300 million contract by the US Government, was entrusted with the task of protecting the staff members of the US Army Corps of Engineers and the Project and Contracting Office throughout Iraq and overseeing the work of 50 other companies working in Iraq, coordinating their reconstruction work, gathering security intelligence for their
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workers, and warning contractors of potentially dangerous areas and missions. A founding member of the British Association of Private Security Companies, Aegis developed, together with the BAPSC’s other members, the association’s code of conduct. Internally, Aegis adopted its own ethical codes – which have once again become available on the company’s website. Aegis has developed both a ‘Code of Conduct’ and a ‘Code of Business Conduct’. It is not immediately clear why the company has not combined the two codes into one. For our purposes, the Code of Conduct is more relevant, as it provides the overarching framework, with an emphasis on regulation and international law, and I therefore focus on this code.

Aegis’ Code of Conduct is naturally aimed at the company and its activities, yet it also contains elements directed at the industry as a whole. The company declares that ‘it is essential that legitimate [private security companies] work within the framework of National (host country) and International Law and set themselves their own high standard of ethics, conduct and procedures’, and appears as an active supporter of industry regulation. Not only in the code itself but also on its website, Aegis refers to security sector reforms, welcomes the adoption of the Montreux Document, and publicizes its participation in a number of multi-stakeholders initiatives.

Another focus of the code is international law, which Aegis repeatedly declares itself bound to. This commitment translates into engaging only in ‘legitimate work which adheres to the principles of International Law, including International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights Law’, and in training its personnel in these laws. Aegis commits to monitoring compliance with the code by investigating reports of incidents and establishing disciplinary procedures ‘to deal with any deviation from the standards laid down’. Aegis also notes the role of the BAPSC in the ‘integration and promulgation’ of the code.

Aegis’s code is one of the most detailed and regulation-oriented codes in the industry. The company has clearly invested much time and effort in its elaboration, while in parallel promoting industry regulation. But while the code remains emblematic of a public commitment to law and regulation made by a private security
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and military company, it unfortunately does not designate any effective enforcement mechanisms to ensure compliance.\footnote{E.g., it is unfortunate that the company’s ‘ethics hotline’ only takes messages and does not provide a real forum for concerned personnel. See Aegis’ Code of Business Conduct, supra note 250, at para. 12.}

This is a weakness common to company codes: even companies that have tried to set up enforcement mechanisms have struggled to overcome the enforcement issues inherent in this type of regulation. Companies like Triple Canopy and DynCorp, for example, have in recent years set up enforcement mechanisms in order to give more teeth to their codes of conduct. Their experience illustrates the emergence of new regulatory trends within the industry and highlights the companies’ constantly and rapidly evolving approach to regulation, monitoring, and sanctioning.

\textit{Triple Canopy}, a US company which specializes in providing security and risk management services to the oil and gas sector,\footnote{Triple Canopy’s website is at: \url{www.triplecanopy.com}. Triple Canopy was created in 2003 and contracted for over $100 million with the US State Department for the provision of personal and guard services.} particularly in Iraq,\footnote{See also Berger, ‘The Other Army’, \textit{New York Times Magazine}, 14 Aug. 2005.} expresses its commitment to law and regulation repeatedly on its website. First, Triple Canopy declares that its business conduct must be guided by the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other applicable human rights documents and principles.\footnote{Triple Canopy’s ‘Commitment to Human Rights’, available at: \url{www.triplecanopy.com/philosophy/human-rights/}.} These include the Chemical Weapons Convention, the Convention Against Torture, the Geneva Conventions (including the Additional Protocols), and the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights.\footnote{Voluntary Principles, supra note 133.}

In addition, the company has posted the ICoC on its website – in effect replacing an elaborate compliance programme which had entered into force only a few months before the adoption of the ICoC. Triple Canopy’s compliance programme consisted of a Code of Ethics and Business Conduct and detailed enforcement mechanisms designed to ensure its respect. These mechanisms included an ‘Ethics Hotline’, available round the clock, designed to enable employees, consultants, and agents to raise questions or report possible misconduct. Information could also be submitted electronically through the ‘Ethics Reporting Form’\footnote{\textit{Ibid.}, sect. 2.2.} or directly to the Ethics Officer (the Senior Vice President of Human Resources who reports directly to the company’s CEO).\footnote{\textit{Ibid.}, sect. 2.4 (emphases omitted).} The Ethics Hotline, together with reviewing and investigating mechanisms within the company, ensured that the company’s various ethical and legal commitments were complied with. In the event of a violation employees were ‘subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment’.\footnote{\textit{Ibid.}, sect. 2.5.} But Triple Canopy did not consider the possibility of turning the non-compliant employee over to the appropriate authorities in addition to dismissing him from the company.

\textsuperscript{255}
Though it was replaced by the ICoC, Triple Canopy’s scheme continues to be relevant for at least two reasons. First, it illustrates the efforts made by companies to provide ‘teeth’ to internal and industry standards. In addition, Triple Canopy’s experience highlights the weaknesses inherent in voluntary schemes: when enforcement remains an internal matter, a company may not be able to ‘punish’ non-compliant contractors other than by firing them. Unless it is accompanied by a referral to governmental authorities, that sanction, as I have noted above, is insufficient: would the contractor be able to work for another company after being discharged? Under a scheme like Triple Canopy’s, would he escape altogether any type of judicial proceedings? While Triple Canopy’s scheme was ground-breaking in its comprehensiveness, it too failed to answer these important questions.

The case of DynCorp offers some additional insight into how the companies’ perception of their regulatory function has evolved in recent years. DynCorp works primarily for the US Department of State in high-risk environments, and specializes in training, management, and security. DynCorp has a Code of Ethics and Business Conduct which emphasizes the need to comply ‘with all applicable laws, regulations, and best practices’ – a statement which highlights the important of industry standards alongside black-letter laws. Also on its website DynCorp includes a link for those who wish ‘to learn more about how to report a possible violation of the Standards of Business Conduct, laws, regulations, or other company policies’. This link is to the ‘DI Hotline’ a website customized for DynCorp, but operated by a company called EthicsPoint. Through this site, employees may confidentially report violations of the code. The website notes that EthicsPoint will ‘review every submission received, investigate all complaints, and, where appropriate, implement corrective action’. Once a report has been submitted, follow-up is possible with the help of report number and a password.

Partnering with EthicsPoint enables a company to operate a confidential, independent, hassle-free, organized, and cost-efficient structure for the treatment of instances of non-compliance. Other companies in the industry, such as EOD Technology and MPRI (acquired by L-3 in 2000), have also ‘outsourced’ the enforcement of laws, regulatory standards, and codes of conduct. These recent developments suggest that compliance has become a central concern of the companies in this sector. By turning to EthicsPoint, private security and military companies save themselves the complexity of setting up imperfect and complex internal mechanisms of the type established by Triple Canopy prior to the adoption of the ICoC – and ensure that efficient reporting and investigating mechanisms are in place.

More importantly, the adoption of the ICoC and the growing use of services provided by EthicsPoint indicate a change in how the companies view their regulatory role. The
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latter certainly includes standard-setting – namely, participation in multi-stakeholder initiatives, membership of an industry association, and the adoption of company codes of conduct. This role, however, seems less and less likely to include monitoring of the codes and industry standards, as such monitoring is increasingly turned over to separate entities. The outsourcing of this function by no means implies that monitoring is perceived as unimportant. On the contrary, by turning over reporting, monitoring, and investigating powers to EthicsPoint, companies convey the message that codes of conduct are no longer mere declarations of good intentions.

But many questions remain with respect to the sanctioning of violations. Once EthicsPoint has determined that a violation has occurred, does it turn over the ‘case’ to the company? Who of EthicsPoint or the company decides what the sanctions may be? Although, as noted above, EthicsPoint notes that it does ‘implement corrective action’ in cases of violations, no information on sanctioning is available on EthicsPoint’s website (or on the companies’ websites). Finally, I would assume that EthicsPoint takes into account instruments such as the Montreux Document and the ICoC in determining whether a violation has occurred – but the website does not confirm that this is the case.

6 Assessment

Together, standard-setting, monitoring, and sanctioning constitute the three steps that characterize an effective self-regulatory scheme: at the standard-setting stage, industry players agree to certain basic rules of behaviour.267 A monitoring stage usually follows in which efforts are undertaken to oversee respect for such rules, such as periodic review of participants’ behaviour. The self-regulatory regime is then completed by the development of sanctioning measures designed to punish non-compliant actors.268

Private modes of regulation have certainly come a long way since ArmorGroup issued its groundbreaking policy paper in 2004.269 The scope of self-regulation generally – understood as encompassing hybrid and private modes of administration – has reached far beyond what was ever anticipated. More and more companies have expressed a public commitment to international law and industry regulation. In some


269 See supra note 239.
cases, this commitment to standards of behaviour is accompanied by the establishment of monitoring mechanisms at the company or industry level.

Accordingly, I would argue that the private security and military industry currently finds itself in an imperfect, albeit advanced, state of global administration. There is little doubt that the private military industry has succeeded in elaborating standards that can be applied industry-wide, and has made progress in developing monitoring mechanisms capable of enforcing these standards. It has done so through a variety of measures, both public and private, which have given shape to a set of rules designed to make up for the lack of efficient international regulation.

But beyond these notable achievements in standard-setting and monitoring, as we have seen self-regulation is not devoid of weaknesses. In addition to being disorderly and thus difficult to track, self-regulation often lacks the teeth necessary to attain its full potential. What is lacking, in other words, is the sanctioning mechanisms needed to ensure compliance with the standards elaborated voluntarily by and within the industry.

Under the vast majority of voluntary regulatory schemes, non-compliant contractors face only the termination of their employment contracts. Non-compliant companies may, theoretically, face expulsion from important industry associations; but such instances have not been documented. Only in rare cases does self-regulation contemplate any type of real and effective sanction, let alone the involvement of police or other law-enforcement authorities. Even when such involvement is contemplated, such as in the Voluntary Principles and IPOA’s Code of Conduct, its modalities are unclear. The modalities may vary from one company to another but the objective – to enhance accountability in the industry – is common to all initiatives undertaken.

For self-regulation to be effective, the industry must therefore focus on developing tools and powers required to sanction non-compliant players. While this will not be easy, the private military industry has demonstrated its ability to adapt quickly to protect and promote its interests. The substantial changes that swept through the industry in the first decade of the 21st century, in particular with respect to standard-setting, are telling in this regard and give reason for hope that the industry will succeed in perfecting monitoring and developing efficient sanctioning mechanisms.

4 Conclusion

This article has examined the intersection between the private security and military industry and global administrative law. Much can be learned from this exercise – for global governance, for the private security and military industry, and for GAL itself. The aim of this article has been to highlight GAL’s contribution to the study of the industry, while focusing on how GAL’s insights enable the elaboration of a complete, orderly, and systematic taxonomy of the industry’s regulatory schemes.

While the use of GAL to study and analyse the industry is not indispensible, it offers definite advantages. First, reference to model-type categories of administration identified under GAL ensures that no mode of administration is overlooked. For example,
the GAL taxonomy highlights the potential of the UN Working Group as a regulator of the industry. Secondly, the use of GAL draws our attention to aspects of the industry’s regulation that might not have been observed otherwise. For instance, we observe the absence of transnational, informal, networks of administration within the industry – a horizontal mode of governance which typically produces effective, albeit non-binding, instruments. Further work could be conducted to determine how useful this mode has proved in other sectors and what the advantages might be of creating such mechanisms in the industry. Thirdly, the GAL taxonomy highlights similarities among seemingly different modes of administration. Consider, for example, contracts and domestic legislation, both classified as distributed domestic modes of administration. The categorization of two seemingly distinct regulatory mechanisms under the unique umbrella of ‘domestic modes of administration’ makes it possible to shape common strategies to enhance these mechanisms’ efficiency. Finally, the rationalization of the industry’s regulatory schemes under GAL facilitates comparisons with numerous manifestations of global governance previously analysed by GAL.

The proposed taxonomy, which incorporates the insights gained from GAL while taking into account the unique features of the industry, identifies four main modes of administration: formal modes of administration (exemplified by the United Nations Working Group on mercenaries); distributed domestic modes of administration (regulation through contract and extraterritorial domestic legislation); hybrid modes of administration (multi-stakeholder initiatives such as the Montreux Document); and private modes of administration (industry associations and companies’ codes of conduct).

Immediately apparent from this taxonomy is the prevalence of self-regulation within the industry, namely in the form of hybrid and private modes of administration. GAL highlights the importance of such modes, while drawing distinctions among them. Although beyond the scope of this article, GAL also provides guidance on how to assess the normative outcome produced by self-regulation – an important topic that warrants examination in its own right. For now, suffice it to say that the potential and weaknesses of self-regulation suggest that the industry – which has gone a long way in standard-setting and, to some extent, monitoring – must now focus on establishing mechanisms capable of sanctioning non-compliance with the standards elaborated voluntarily by and within the industry.

GAL provides an innovative perspective on the development and incorporation of legal and behavioural norms – and I am hopeful that this article will provide a platform for future studies of the intersection of GAL and the private security and military industry.